
 

 

On Friday 26 April, almost 200 business leaders 

gathered at Sadler’s Wells for The Exchange 

2013. 

Morning Session: A Future in the Cloud 

Kicking things off was Angus Foreman, CTO at 

Microsoft Consulting. He gave us an honest and 

thought-provoking account of how Microsoft has 

had to innovate and adapt rapidly to the impact 

of the Cloud. 

Frank Jennings, Chair of the Cloud Industry 

Forum, talked about how to minimise risks in the 

Cloud – conducting due diligence, knowing the 

location of data centres and having a clear SLA. 

“Those of you who aren’t concerned about your 

data security, you should be!” Frank Jennings 

The panel (Don Smith of Dell SecureWorks, 

Angus Foreman, Naveed Ahmed, Goldteam CEO, 

and Frank Joshi, CEO of Mvine) all stressed the 

security of the Cloud, with Don Smith repeating 

that data for a small business is much safer in the 

Cloud than stored in a server. 

“The world is changing rapidly, we need to 

change with it.” Frank Joshi 

During the break, we heard from Rebecca Harris 

MP about the government’s determination to 

promote small businesses  and Stuart Garner, 

CEO of Norton Motorcycles, explained such how 

a traditional and well-known brand has adapted 

to today’s business environment. 

Al-Lee Bourke of Microsoft set out his vision of 

the Cloud enabling him to have no IT 

infrastructure before 3 Cloud vendors explained 

how the Cloud is changing the way we work. Paul 

Byrne of London Cloud explained how they back 

up users’ data in 3 different places.  Zack 

Urlocker, COO of Zendesk, described how being 

Cloud-based enables a worldwide company such 

as Zendesk to run more efficiently. Kevin Kimber 

of Zuora described how we live in a ‘subscription 

economy’, and asked how to maintain the culture 

of business when a company is developing at 

speed. He left us with the observation, “it’s not a 

question of Cloud or not anymore. It’s a no-

brainer.” 

We then heard from companies who use the 

Cloud: Naveed Ahmed of Goldteam described 

how the Cloud has enabled his technology-led 

recruitment business to deliver higher levels of 

customer service and satisfaction. The Cloud has 

helped them be more efficient and has led to 

expanded global opportunities, including 

different revenue streams. 

 

“If it wasn’t for our commitment to technology, 

we wouldn’t be this successful.” Naveed Ahmed 

John F Kennedy of Wildbore & Gibbons LLP 

explained how a traditional and established law 

firm has been transformed through the Cloud: 

they have saved in expenditure and resources 

and the greater flexibility has benefitted staff. He 

said of their transition to the Cloud, “we have 

offloaded both systems and stress.” 

Finally, Justin Bowser of HTK told us the familiar 

story of his business formerly using spreadsheets 

for everything! He said that using the Cloud has 

transformed every aspect of their business, 

especially relationships with employees and 

suppliers. He ended with an encouragement to 

connect with other Cloud users … a great plug for 

Knowledge Peer’s Cloud Innovation Network! 

Over lunch Liz Kynoch, formerly Group Technical 

& Legal Director of Tesco told us how changes in 



 

 

technology and social media can intensify 

problems, such as the horsemeat scandal, as they 

are more readily reported on, but also how 

changes, such as the Cloud, enable products to be 

recalled more easily. 

 

Barry Naisbitt, Chief Economist at Santander, 

gave an economic outlook for the UK. He stressed 

that the economy is dependent on many factors, 

but the UK economy is expected to grow this 

year. He said that while the Eurozone has had 

slow growth, the non-Eurozone is growing rapidly 

and we need to address these changes. 

Afternoon Session: Filling the Funding Gap 

In the afternoon we turned our attention to the 

question of how to fill the funding gap. We had 

an introduction from Manos Schizas, of ACCA, 

who told us that bank funding is not always good 

for SMEs, thus explaining why we need alternate 

forms of funding. Benoit Broch of ISIS Equity 

Partners urged us to see the reality of who equity 

partners are: not just city fat-cats! Louise 

Beaumont sees Platform Black’s invoice trading 

service being complementary to bank financing, 

bringing together new types of finance in the 

market place.  

Marcus Stuttard, Head of AIM at London Stock 

Exchange, was encouraging about the state of 

the UK economy, and joined-up government 

strategy for business. He stressed how SME 

growth will help bring the UK out of recession. 

Dale Murray explained Angel investment: she 

said the rise of ‘connectability’ through social 

media means it is easier for angel investors and 

businesses to find one another. 

Finally we looked at a wide range of case studies 

of alternate funders: some 8 funders took to the 

floor! Speakers from Thin Cats, Market Invoice, 

Bilbus, CrowdBNK, Seedrs, Syndicate Room, 

Asset Match and Relendex helped excite us 

about the possibilities of these funding routes. 

“This is a brave new world in finance and we’re 

at the forefront, ready to innovate.” Anil 

Stocker, Market Invoice 

Julia Groves, Chair of the UK Crowdfunding 

Association, outlined their aims: to increase 

protection of crowdfunding users and to 

represent them to the government. 

In the discussion that followed we considered 

where this market could be in 10 years time, and 

Tom Davies of Seedrs stressed the possibility of 

Europe having a significant hold on this market. 

Rounding off the day was a drinks reception, 

including a prize draw, and we reflected on the 

day, already looking forward to next time! 

 

DMH Stallard, one of our Event Partners are 

offering all delegates a free copy of their latest 

paper - Managing your risks in the cloud 

Cloud solutions offer many benefits and these are 

well documented. But chief officers should know 

how to address the risks too. If all your IT is run 

through the cloud, are you sure you have a reliable 

internet connection? Does your continuity plan 

cover you if your cloud provider becomes insolvent - 

as happened recently with 2e2 with its customers 

paying more to get access to their own data. Also, 

because a cloud provider is likely to be a higher 

profile target for hacking, if your data is leaked, have 

you planned how to respond to fines under data 

protection laws? This paper highlights some of the 

benefits of adopting a cloud solution. It also 

analyses the risks and how you can manage and 

reduce these risks and has some key lessons for 

you to implement in your business.  

For your free copy, please email 

tahlia.king@knowledgepeers.com 


